The Lido Deck at Payette is a place of gathering, inspiring, learning,
teaching, and community engagement. Our team inspiration was
driven by the office’s fun spirit and pre-existing aesthetic. We
strive to improve the usability and functionality of the Lido Deck,
while creating a space that fosters creativity in an inward-focused
environment. The Lido Deck will be a space of respite and relaxation
that encourages employee bonding.
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LIDO DECK
Design Concept by
Elizabeth Cooney and Justin Miller
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‘OVERLAP + INTERSECT’
The overall concept for our Lido Deck ReDesign is ‘Overlap and Intersect’.
This is a metaphor for how we envision the new Lido Deck being used by
Payette staff. Our desire is to have staff of varying levels of experience
‘overlap’ during their time spent on the Lido Deck. Our design proposes a
variety of seating options for leisure, work, and learning. The massing for
the different areas physically ‘intersect’ one another to make the defined
spatial boundaries blend and become ambiguous. This new design will
encourage staff to use the Lido Deck as a resource throughout the work day
(and night?) - we believe that the overlapping and intersecting of spatial and
social interactions will not only improve our overall work output, but will
also stimulate creativity throughout the office. This new way of thinking
will bring about a cultural change with how we work in the office, while still
reinforcing our Payette Brand.
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Clients, consultants, and staff alike view and walk down the corridor when they are either going to a conference space or approaching the Lido Deck; therefore, we are proposing activating the corner
with signage and visual interest. Our overall concept of making the Lido Deck a more usable and active space will require expanding the usable area for the design; therefore, we are proposing removing
the existing 4 workstations closest to the current Lido Deck. Now we can create organic spatial definitions within the project scope. These spatial definitions will be generated through the use of digital
and physical elements on the wall, as well as through furniture - and will be amorphous to allow for activities to not necessarily have defined boundaries. To accentuate the blending of space we’ve
designed an overlapping of two slotted ceiling orientations, which play off of the existing site conditions. This ceiling is also seen as an extension to the permeable barrier which acoustically separates
the other 4 workstations from the new Lido Deck space.
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We are proposing a list of Guiding Principles (adapted from Planning Office
Spaces by Juriaan van Meel, Yuri Martens, Hermen Jan van Reewhich) to
establish the framework for a Design Standard, which we envision being
carried through to other design projects within the Payette Office Space.
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Fridays @ 4 Presentation
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renovatio.ld

Floor Plan

Existing Conditions

Existing Challenges

Demolition

Open to Studio

Tiered Seating for Presentations

Maximize Seating & Viewing

Create Micro-Spaces

Proposed Intervention

View during Presentation

Section Perspective

POTENTIAL USES

STRATEGY

Renovatio opens and reorients the Lido Deck to the studio,
making the communal space light, accessible, and
welcoming. Our studio becomes the new backdrop, allowing
for presentations that exhibit our work and our collaborative
process. The existing Lido Deck’s thick wall and separated
podium are replaced with open playful tiered platforms;
shaping micro-spaces for coworkers to mingle, informal
groups to meet, individuals to watch the harbor, and a stage
for large presentations. Rather than a complex intervention
to solve a simple spatial problem, a simple intervention
renews the Lido Deck as a rich social space.
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Use: Individual Reflection
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SKYNET

Luke Gehron, Jeff Novak, Sam Adkisson, Adam Blood

Team Skynet’s proposal seeks to
accommodate the major uses of
the Lido Deck into a formalized
structure. A number of different
activities occur on the Lido Deck,
but all have to reappropriate the
space since the existing space
provides little more than an
open area. Our team merges the
programmatic needs of the major
uses: Fridays @ 4, model displays/
presentations and break-out
sessions, into a singular form. This
form provides a character for the
space that is easily identifiable.
The structure is a replicable
tectonic of a parametric waffle
structure. This also for high
constructability across many forms,
which can be repeated on future
projects within the office.

SKYNET

TV/Pinup Space

Privacy Wall

BREAKOUT SPACE
Teams are able to meet in various
locations and the various ledges can be
utilized to display models for the rest of the office
to see

Pinup Space
Model Storage

MODEL STORAGE
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Mini Fridge

BLEACHERS
PRESENTATIONS
Various presentations that may
not require the large scale space of the
Wilson Practice Room have a medium scale space
in this new design. The layout supports multiple formats of
presentation as well.

Pinup Wall Detail

Interlocking Waffle Detail

Plan showing integrated furniture

FRIDAYS @ 4
Multiple seating arrangements
and high flexibility allow for greater
congregation and socializing.
Bleachers Section
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LIDO NUOVO

ECOBENCH

Moveable benches are able to transform the Lido Deck
for almost any office function. These semi-transparent
pieces are crucial for visual and acoustical separation.
The benches include a back made up of vertical
planters and ivy to introduce a natural aesthetic in the
office.

CUBES

Depoloyable cubes create ultimate flexibility in the
space. Soft enough to sit on, yet firm enough to create
a work surface. These cubes sit under the ecobenches
and are ready to be utilized for any function.
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Base positions, neatly put away
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“NEW SHORE”
Small group: one set of seating—cubes deployed,
ecobenches create separation
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Twin crit spaces: seating—cubes deployed along with
ecobenches for privacy and acoustics
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Project Showcase: seating deployed to procenium view,
ecobenches drawn out to create a barrier of visual and
acoustical separation from surrounding workstations
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Fridays at Four overflow: seating deployed to view sc, open
to office

